GUIDE TO DATA SUBSCRIPTION

Subscribing to new Gas Data Model files
This topic explains how to subscribe to new Gas Data Model files after you have
upgraded your Data Interchange environment.
To subscribe to new files:
1. Access Data Subscription, for help,
see Access Data Subscription on
page 1.
2. Click Subscribe to Files. For help,
see Figure 1 on page 1.
3. Select Filter by Package.
4. In the Collection drop-down list,
select the new Gas Data Model
version.
5. In the Package drop-down list,
select the Gas Data Model
package.
6. In the grid, do one of the following:
a. Select Data Model to select
all Data Model files you are
not subscribed to.
b. Select each file individually.
7. If you want to see more detail about the files, including the Data Model file
identifier, click View Detail. For more information about the detail displayed,
see Table 1 on page 1.
8. Click Subscribe to have the files delivered to your participant folder on the
Participant File Share.

AEMO recommends subscribing to all available Data Model files and making
them active or inactive in your DBMS. If at a later time you decide you need
these files, you can active them and all historical files will download
automatically. Subscribing later will provide you the current files but not the
history.
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Figure 1 Subscribe to GSH files

Table 1 Explanation of Subscribe to files grid
Column
Name

Description

This check box shows which items are selected. By default, no items are selected on the
Subscribe to Files list.
l
l

Data Model

This column indicates whether or not the file is supported by the Data Model.
l

l

Identifier

To select an item, click the check box beside the filename.
Clicking the check box in the header row selects all files.

Yes = the data supplied in this file can be stored in a database created from an Data
Model script.
No = the data provided in this file is not compatible with a database created from an
Data Model script.

The Identifierindicates the source of the data published in this file.
Files replaced by a new version are renamed by adding _LEGACY to the end of the
previous name, for example:

Note: This name is not the same as the Data Model Identifier name. you can see the Data
Model Identifier by clicking the View Details option or looking at the Description field.
Status

Indicates the status of the file. The options are:
Assignable: means this is a current version file.
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Column
Name

Description

Deprecated: means this is a legacy file that was current for a previous release. It
disappears from the list when the file is next updated.
Visible: means this file is available for subscription but the subscription cannot be
managed in Data Subscription. Contact AEMO's Support Hub to request the file.
Description

Provides a description of the file contents. The description is updated if a file becomes a
legacy version.
In this column, a Data Model file is preceded with DM. For example, in Table 1 on page 1,
the (DM: GSH) at the start of the Description field indicates it is a Data Model file.

Type

Indicates the file type.
At present, all files are Comma-Separated Values (CSV).
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